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Göcsej Village Museum

A MUSEUM COMING IN TO EXISTENCE
The Göcsej Village Museum in Zalaegerszeg was one of the first open-air
museums in Hungary, opened in 1968. Following on from some foreign
examples, it was a big sensation that an open-air collection could be set up
in Hungary too. That is why even before the opening there were so many
articles about it in the local and national papers. The evening news on the
Hungarian State Channel regularly broadcast about the building works and
then about the completed village.
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frozen historical times the settlements started on their way to modernization
in the 1950s-60s. Within a decade, many modern brichouses with tiled roofs
were built replacing the old loghouses. Thatched roofs disappeared quickly
and the picture of the villages suddenly changed in the most archaic Hungarian county. Seeing this quick change going on, and almost at the last moment,
Dr. Imre Szentmihályi, the founder of this village-museum, set off on a collection trip. He wanted to save a piece of the traditional peasant world and show
it to future generations. In his collecting work and later on in the setting up
of the museum his closest colleagues were János Tóth, an architect, and Jenő
Barabás, an ethnographer. Many university and high-school students, and
ethnographer colleagues helped him in the last stage of the job – the further
collection of objects needed for the interiors and in their renovation. Finally
on 20 August 1968, as a result of their combined efforts, the Göcsej Village
Museum was opened.

The Göcsej Village Museum was given the museum site in 24 September 1964
The most archaic region of the country
Not far from the city centre, on the bank of the backwater of the River Zala, the
new exhibition was built which was to show the folk-architecture of the Göcsej
region in Zala County in the 19th century as well as the life and lifestyle of the
peasants living there at that time. Göcsej existed in nearly untouched isolation
until the middle of the 20th century - when roads started to be built and regular bus services were introduced. This unique situation conserved the village
structures, the traditional ways of building houses, the shapes and arrangements of the buildings and also the ways of farming and lifestyles. In the 1950s
there were quite a lot of thatched buildings and archaic houses with smoky
kitchens and no chimneys that were typical of the previous centuries. From the


Community workers in new museum under construction
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The Village
The buildings chosen to be parts of the collection were rebuilt here according
to their earliest state so now they are in their original form. While most of the
thatched loghouses had had a chimney added, in the village museum they
stand as they were first built, that is without a chimney, and with a smoky
kitchen. In all the houses – except the oldest one - there is a room beside the
kitchen and a pantry; in the farmyard there are stables, hutches, wells and
some more pantries. Cellars from the hill could not be left out, since until the
end of the 19th century when filoxera pest destroyed most of the vines there,
winemaking was really important in Zala county. In the reconstructed village
apart from the houses and farm buildings the typical sacred buildings belonging to Zala villages can be seen: various belfries, a wooden church and crosses
from the roadsides.
;…; ; ;,,,,
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gyepü is the 30-40 kilometer wide borderland used to defend the country in the
Middle Ages – where people, having been ordered to defend the border, had
then settled down. The contemporary Göcsej’s northern and middle part, called
the ‘szeg-region’ (szeg, szeglet = corner), was the last to be populated. Here
the settling of the feudal tenants, people of the bailiff created by Saint Stephen
of Hungary, happened only at the very end of the 10th century. Most of them
undertook army duties and were given fields and noble privileges in return.
The present inhabitants of Göcsej are the descendants of the ‘frontier guards’
and feudal tenants. Throughout the centuries they pursued a peasant lifestyle
either as feudal tenants or with noble titles.

Göcsej Landscape from Dobronhegy

Göcsej in the 19th Century
Göcsej region consists of 90 settlements in total with all the marshlands belonging to them in a hilly area enclosed by the river Zala and Kerka and Válicka
brooks. The conquering Hungarians first appeared in this region in the 10th
century. In the western border area of the present country lied the gyepü. The

Everyday Life
In one of the wettest parts of the country the great amount of rain and the very
thick sometimes impenetrable greenery and huge woodlands made it impossible to have large estates here. People farmed in small clearings and formed a
lifestyle based mostly on animal husbandry. On the poor, muddy land arable
farming was of little importance produced barely enough for everyday needs
as it was extremely hard work to grow wheat, barley, oats or rye. Rain con-





View of Göcsej Village Museum in 1968
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Life in Csesztreg in the 1930s

Main street in Mikekarácsonyfa in the 1930s

stantly soaked the roads which were either under water or very water damaged with rough, potholed surfaces, which made the go in for carts very difficult. According to some explanations Göcsej gets its name from these bumpy
roads (göcs, göb=bump). Experts cannot tell the exact etymology, but one thing
is certain: due to the wilderness and very bad roads this county was developing in isolation.
Besides farming and animal husbandry people here lived on forest fare for
there were large quantities of edible fungi and much game in the woods and
also acorns to feed the pigs. The forest provided wood for the houses, farm
buildings, tools and household utensils. Working with wood meant not only
work to these people but fun too, everybody was good at it and they liked
doing it. Families built their own houses from wood in the small scattered
villages. Building a house was very much of a family activity when men went
together to the forest to choose the right wood for the house. Felling the timber,
shaping the wood, carving and decorating were also communal activities. After
finishing the house families always thanked the little community for their help
with a little feast. On such occasions some better off families even killed a pig
to provide a proper feast for the workmen.

‘Szeg’ and Villages with one main street
Among our typical settlement forms ‘szeg’ was coming into existence in the
hilly region of northern and western Göcsej where groups of houses situated
on hilltops were relatively far from each other. These ‘szeg-s’ were named after
the landed families which settled down there e.g.: Kustánszeg, Pálfiszeg, Barabásszeg. In the village these groups of houses are now arranged along streets,
but the names are still reminders of the previous families. In the southern part
of the region, down at the bottom of the valleys – the ‘partallán’ in vernacular language – there are villages with streets as the basis of their settlement
structure. Their placing was very practical with respect to the streams running
down into the valleys, and for the most part flooding did not reach them, but
still they had water, essential for the household, farming and for the animals.
The Göcsej Village Museum shows a 19th century Göcsej village similar to this
one-street settlement type. Let us accompany you on your walk here with this
guide about the buildings as well as the characteristic household utensils of
this region.
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Horseshoeing trestle

Horseshoeing is the most frequent job of a blacksmith and besides his tools he also used a ‘horseshoeing trestle’. This was a sort of stand with its
legs apart, made of hardwood. He put the horse’s
foreleg on it and shaped its hoof before putting
on the horseshoe. Preparing the hoof was very
important because if the horseshoe is ill-fitting,
the animal could go lame and be unable to work.
When the shaping was done, the process of shoeing started.

Drill

1. BLACKSMITH’S WORKSHOP
The blacksmith’s workshop from Hottó, the only building in the exhibition
which was built of mud with a beating technique, is right beside the entrance,
at the very edge of the museum village. This is where this extremely flammable activity was usually placed in the villages. The workshop has only one
room. In front of it there is a half-shelter supported with strong oak beams
where the blacksmith kept the things that needed to be repaired and here
he also shod the horses. According to some reports those whose livelihood
involved independent business were mostly cobblers, boot-makers and blacksmiths. The work of a blacksmith was often needed in farming for there were
always some blunt or broken tools or wheels that needed repairing urgently.
A man possessing only a small piece of land and having many children would
willingly send one of his sons to be a blacksmith or a cooper. Thus the son
with a profession did not have to live and rely on the land. People gladly visited the blacksmith because he was always very well informed, since everybody
who went there brought some news from different parts of the world. People
got news about the neighbouring villages from the blacksmith while waiting
for their horse to be shod or tools to be repaired. Many blacksmiths were good
at curing too, so anybody with a tooth or bone problem could turn to them.
This workshop and all the tools here belonged to Antal Soós, a blacksmith
from Hottó, before they were brought here to the museum. The 75 year-old
master worked in his workshop, which was used by his family for 100 years,
until he sold it to this exhibition.



Blacksmiths’ workshops did not change much in the 20th
century either in their outlook or in their equipment. Up
to recent decades they worked with their 19th-20th century tools. The mechanization of the traditional handwork
processes lead to the appearance of new equipment. In
the past they did not use many machines. In this museum
workshop there is only one machine, left of the entrance, a
hand-operated drill. The master brought this from Budapest in 1917 and he used it mostly for drilling the iron
components of the wheels.

Blacksmith-Signboard
To indicate a profession or a workshop people used
signboards. These usually depicted miniatures of
the objects produced in that particular workshop or
a set of characteristic tools of the given profession.
Nothing can symbolise the blacksmith’s workshop
better than a horseshoe, which has been its symbol
ever since and has several good luck superstitions
associated with it.
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2. THE HENCZ MILL
In the backwater area of River Zala there stands the only
building in the museum which was preserved ‘in situ’.
The museum village showing the 19th folk-architecture
was built around it: a mill, which was named after its last
owner György Hencz who kept it going until 1952.
The history of the mill goes back to the 18th century. The
building structure reflects the stages of alterations, on its
side one can see the borders of the old wooden building
and the brick walls added to it later on. In the beginning
of the 20th century the mill was extended not only with
walls but with machines too, for György Hencz wanted
to modernize the grinding process. The improved building made it possible for the miller to do all the working
processes from the cleaning to the grinding of various
qualities of flour with the help of modern technology. If
we go up the stairs and walk into the new part of the mill we can see rectangular sieves based on the 20th century technology; with them flour could be
classified by sifting. This process could not be done before because there were
no sieves in the mill. In the old part, the rollers were put near the window
and right beside the staircase stood the old millstone and
the lever to lift it when it needed repairing or changing.
Starting to use rollers was the other big innovation in the
development of the mill because with iron rollers having
different ribbings they could grind very fine flour. The
water wheel was changed too; before the reconstruction
the mill had two so-called ‘under-hitting’ wheels, i.e. the
water turned the wheels from underneath. György Hencz
made one wheel redundant and replaced it with gears to
move some inside parts of the mill. When the millstream
flowed, the ‘under-hitting’ wheel began to roll and the
whole construction started working. While the mill was
in operation the miller was watching carefully to see if the
wheel kept to the same speed all the time. If the machines
worked with too much or too little speed that would result
not only in their going wrong but also in fatal accidents.
Most of the time the miller did the repairs because there
was no time to waste and wait for the craftsmen (joiner, carpenter, cartwright)
if something went wrong. Thus millers were not only good at their profession
but also had a good reputation of being excellent handymen.
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3. BELFRY
A characteristic sacred construction of Göcsej and the
villages and ‘szeg-s’ in Őrség region in the neighbouring Vas county is the so-called skirted belfry. The
building covered with shingle or thatch got its name
from the covering board looking like a skirt. These
were usually put in the middle of the village and made
by peasant-joiners. Where there were no public spaces
belfries were put among the houses.
Tolling of the bells had great importance in spreading news. It not only called for mass, but also warned
people about danger, told the time for work and rest
and let people know if someone had died, and then
escorted the dead on their last journey.
The old wooden shingled or thatched belfries all
disappeared from the villages because churches with
belltowers were built nearly everywhere and the old,
out of use constructions were dismantled. In recent
years many villages have had these old and characteristic belfries built back.
These are now not covered with shingle or thatch but with “tin”, slate or tile
and even though the foot is still made of wood, they no longer apply the same
technique to shape them, and these logs are simply sawn straight.
This skirted belfry with wooden shingles in the museum is from Budafa where
it was originally built in 1888.

12
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4. HOUSE FROM KÁLÓCFA
The first house at the beginning of the street, a painted wooden building,
topped by a wide half-hipped roof, originates from Kálócfa. A carved and
painted gable as the decoration of the house, with various colours and patterns, was very popular in Göcsej. The house has two pantries, a heated room,
a smoky kitchen and a stable. Two windows of the heated room and one of the
pantries right next to it are on the street front. With this small pantry included,
the street frontage and gable became quite wide. Some generations lived
together in one household and they needed pantries to keep the extended family’s many belongings. The housewife flour and other foodstuff in the streetfront pantry, known as the flour-pantry. She kept the crop in sacks, beans and
peas in a straw box with a lid, eggs in a basket and wine or water in jugs. In
the smaller storerooms, in chests one upon another they kept the clothes and
textiles of the families living together. The bigger pantries where tools and
huge chests with fodder for the animals can fit in, are called ‘stock-pantries’ or
‘tool-pantries’. Opposite the store room, there is an entrance – ‘pitvar’ in Hungarian and ‘pitar’ in the local dialect – and the room is on its other side where
the visitors’ eyes are immediately drawn to a big loom.
To weave all the fabric a family needed for clothing and all the textiles in the
household was the task of the women until the first half of the 20th century.
13
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They grew flax and hemp and with a very long procedure they made string
and then cloth. Shirts, pants, sheets, towels, bread-cloths and all the textiles
they needed were made of this home made fabric. In an extended family every
woman wove the amount of fabric her family needed, then she could sell the
extra bits and use the money as she liked. In a family of people living together
in a very strict order, it was the oldest woman who decided on household
questions and the oldest man on questions about farming, thus young wives
could only make decisions about the money they earned from their weaving.

Loom
The huge loom was set up in the room only for the
period of weaving otherwise it was taken apart
and kept in the attic. Weaving was a winter occupation when housewives did not have to work in
the field and had less to do around the house.
This loom in the exhibition is more than 150 years
old; its previous owner used it until 1954. As factory-made fabrics became available to the peasant households, weaving which
was such a long and tiring work, started to disappear.
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Playpen

Its previous owner made this two-wheeled playpen in
the room in 1932 for his child when he was learning to
walk. The child could move around with the wheeled
construction more confidently and with the help of the
frame he could get up if he fell.
As the children were growing they became more selfsufficient and as soon as they could walk properly they
began to make themselves useful in the household. The
smaller ones looked after the geese and the older ones
were given tasks with more responsibility.
Next to the room there is a chimney-less so-called smoky kitchen where the
kitchen stove let off the smoke for a long time after it had been lit. The kitchen
door had two parts that could open separately and the rising smoke was let
out through the open upper part of the door so that people could walk under
the smoke if they bent over. The main activities in the kitchen were cooking
and baking for the peasants’ daily diet, which included two hot meals. They
had a one-course hot meal at noon and another in the evening: these could be
thick soups, porridge or pasta with or without meat. During harvest or any
other period spent with hard physical work they had a richer one-course dish.
In the process of producing food for the family one of the most tiring works
was the bread making done every other week. According to the exhibition,,,
the housewife is just about to start making bread. She has prepared the trough
to knead the dough in, and the so-called ‘kovászfa’ (‘sourdough-board’) which
she puts on top of the basket with the bread left in it to rise, in order to prevent
the covering cloth touching the bread.

After winter, from spring until autumn, women had a great many things to do:
besides all the housework they had to work in the vegetable garden as well as
in the fields. Despite so many women being in the house on many occasions
none of them was available to look after the little children. So special constructions were built for them: one in which the children could only stand and another one, a sort of playpen, in which they were able to move about a little bit.

Trough
To make the dough for a big family
many kilograms of flour were needed
and kneading and working it out was
very hard work for a woman. After
kneading and raising the dough, she
made loaves and baked them in the
oven. Troughs, just like other tools in a peasant-household, were used for different purposes. trough could be used to store the crop or as a cradle for a baby
because it could be rocked on it’s convex back.

14
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‘Fejtekercs’ a special pillow

Women carrying baskets used this circle-shaped pillow
with a cotton cover. They put the pillow on their heads
and placed the basket on top of it so that it stayed stable. It
made it easier for the women to carry heavy baskets loaded
with eggs, vegetables and fruits to the market or even just
to the nearest streets. This way the weight was evenly
placed on their whole body and did not produce a one-sided strain as could be the case if they had used their arms.

Next to the pantry there is the stable where horses and oxen are kept. It’s very
simple in arrangement. The Kálócfa house stable has the manger hanging from
the wall opposite the entrance. The floor is a kind of packed soil with timbers
and joints in it which make the cleaning easier; it’s warmer than the simple
packed soil and the animals’ hooves did not soak in the mire. In the corner we
can find the ‘dikó’, which is a straw-bed.

Next to the kitchen we can find the bigger pantry, the tool pantry, where besides some chests with flour or clothes in them, mainly tools were kept. If we
had visited a pantry of a family living in the loghouse in the 19th century we
would have found it rather untidy because so much equipment and so many
knick-knacks were accumulated there. Despite this disarrangement in the store
room, things are placed according to practical considerations. It was important to have the frequently used tools
to hand somewhere in the front part of the pantry and to
have the less used things at the back. In the storeroom of
the Kálócfa house the weaving equipment is at the backspinning wheels and swingle; in the middle there is the
spinning wheel attached to a beam. This was used to reel
up the yarn before using it on the loom. The containers
and dishes are also at the back placed on the wall out of
harms way. At the front near the natural light there is the
‘sziószék’ (‘carving chair’) used by the men when they did
some carving. Here stands the mortar too; being made of
hardwood it was difficult to move so they usually used it
here. Next to the door a seemingly insignificant but actually a very important tool is hanging from the beam on a
nail, this is the ‘fejtekercs’ (a special pillow).
16

Straw Bed
This straw bed, used in the stable, is a
simple frame covered with plaited straw
so that it was not too hard and there was
no need to put a straw bag on it. Young
men from the family or those who looked
after animals usually slept in the stable.
They had to be near the animals to be able
to rescue them immediately in case of fire
or any danger. In this area the livelihood
of a family was based on their animals
and consequently they were assets of the
utmost importance. Often, animals were
better cared for than people.
The ‘pitar’ entrance running along in the front and at the back of the house
was an especially useful part of the building. It contained a bench where
women would usually sit and do some easy jobs in the afternoons. On pleasant summer nights they took the ‘dikó’ from the stable to the entrance. Some
tools were also kept here. On this house’s rear entrance there is an unusual
piece of equipment, the ‘lükü’, which is a mortar to grind millet.
17
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Millet Mortar
Millet was very popular in the
diet of a poor peasant because
it was very quick to grow: three
months after sowing it could be
harvested. Millet is a relatively
undemanding plant, thus when
the weather was too bad for
the other crops, millet saved the family from starving. The flailed millet was
ground in the hardwood ‘lükü’. Women filled the ‘lükü’ with millet and then
stood on the handle, took hold of the grip, moved the head of the ‘lükü’ with
their legs and crushed the seeds.
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6. SHADOOF FROM KERKAFALVA
Until the setting up of
the water pipe system,
which happened in the
1970s-80s, the water for
the families came from
natural springs and
wells. Wells were usually situated in front of
the gable or in the yard.
One of the methods
of forming a well is to
line the shaft with stone
and make a wooden
construction for the upper part. This included a trough for the animals. We can
see one here in the yard of Kálócfa house.

7. APIARY FROM KÁLÓCFA
It was common for crofts to include apiaries, since having no sugar, families
used honey to sweeten their food. This apiary in the museum is thatched like
the other buildings here and has a board-door. The hives stood in a double line
with one family of bees in each. Hives could
be made from straw, rotten wood or wattle and
they were completely covered with mud. In the
museum all three kinds of hive can be seen.

5. BARN FROM NÁPRÁDFA
Beside the houses, barns were the most important buildings of the crofts. In
the ‘pajtaszérű’ (part of the barn) where there was enough room, people did the
flailing; in the smaller part, the ‘pajtafia’, they kept the forage for the animals.
The barn in the yard of the Kálócfa house had two parts: the ‘pajtafia’ and the
‘szín’ or ‘szérű’ that is the barn floor that was big enough for a farm wagon. The
barn’s door was closed with a special lock, which was much stronger than the
normal ones. This complicated and massive construction was impossible to
break, unlike the doors with ordinary locks.
18
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8. FARMHOUSE FROM KÁVÁS
The first building of the museum is this loghouse with a painted gable. The family who owned it wanted to build a new house because they could not modernize it in any way apart from adding a chimney. Dr Imre Szentmihályi, the
director of the museum at that time, discovered this beautifully decorated house
in 1952 and was able to buy it for the museum in 1959.
The croft where this house is exhibited now, actually comprises the home of a better off family. This is indicated for example, by a distillery hut in the farmyard, because only those
farmers who had enough fruit to produce ‘pálinka’ (strong
spirit) in an economical way could have a distillery. A stable
with many rooms was also a sign of the property status of
the farmer because that meant he could afford to keep many
horses and cattle. Only the richer farmers were able to build a
stable like this one here. Here all the biggest farming equipment and the fodder for the animals could be accommodated.
The house consists of a room, a kitchen and a pantry. The
room’s interior is shown as a gilded room, for according to the
imagined situation,, suitors are at the house. For this marriage
arrangement occasion the table is covered with a tablecloth,

but normally it was used without one. There are some pens and papers placed
on the table because first there would be a sort of marriage contract made,
‘móring-levél’ about the properties of the future wife and husband. If the suitors
and the father of the bride to be could come to an agreement they drank a toast
to the health of the young couple and the lucky marriage. For that contract, not
only the young man presented his possessions but the young woman’s family
too. They displayed the dowry (of the girl having been) collected in a tulipwood
chest to show how much chattel they provide with the bride.

20
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Tulip Chest
Little girls, almost from their birth, had their dowry
woven, sewed and embroidered by their mothers.
They wanted to provide all the necessary textile-ware
by the time the girl was to be married. This chest
exhibited here was used to keep a dowry 150 years
ago. Its inscription says that a girl called Rozália Baksa
took it to her new home in 1860.
The family kept the chest and, to the best of our
knowledge, it stood in the room for 100 years and was
always used to keep clothes in.
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The most eye-catching part of the room is between the
two windows: here we can find the religious objects and
the sort of souvenir glasses from saints’ day fares.
Even though the exhibited family is quite well off, they
don’t have a ‘clean-room’ so they must keep their decorated eiderdown in the same room they use every day.
The bed made with decorated bedclothes was not used
to sleep in at all; they used the other bed and covered
it with blue dyed fabric. Next to the room we can see a
scene of festive cooking because besides drinking a toast,
they dined the suitors as well. The shy bride would
never go into the room where the guests were, so she
was given several tasks for example to take the wine or
the food in. Then the suitors had a chance to look at the
girl and see how diligent she was.
In the kitchen they used the so-called ‘stelázsi’ to keep the dishes in; it stood
by the wall beside the oven. On the wall there is a rod for carrying water and
the ’breadboard’ and there is a bench right in front of the wall with water
jugs and milk jars on it. On top of the oven cooking pots are placed upside
down and on the berm there is the essential salt kept in a small straw pot.
And there is a small light, called a ‘fokla’, for the evening work.

‘Fokla’
Well after the introduction of the paraffin lamp, ‘fokla’ remained the only light in the kitchens. A ‘fokla’ was a thin pine
rosined slat, which burnt very well, and was placed on a stand,
continuously changing as it burnt. This stand’s height could
be altered, but in other museums we can find other types too.
In the kitchen of the Felsőszenterzsébet house there is a very
simple ‘fokla’ stand. This is a small branch fixed in a wooden
support and the ‘fokla’ goes into the cleft.

Beside the kitchen the family has a relatively big pantry where they can keep
the food and the tools. A granary is placed opposite the entrance; it has four
little doors on it. Behind these doors in separate boxes, oats, rye, barley and
wheat were kept. In front of the granary we can find straw containers to keep
grain in, a cabbage barrel, a chair to sit on while grinding corn and along the
wall there are old tulip chests now used to keep flour in. Left of the entrance
the bread container is hanging from the beam.
22
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Bread container

Bread was the staple diet of the family; they liked
it and ate it alone or with hot meals. The housewives economized with the flour so that it could
last for the whole year. The freshly baked bread
was kept in the pantry on bread containers where
loaves and pastries with thick crusts remained
fresh for as long as two weeks. These containers
are like shelves but there were different types in
this area, for example, storied ones. This type can
be seen in the pantry of the Zalalövő house.

‘Lésza’ kind of dryer
Left of the entrance, next to the wall there is a ‘lésza’
made of wattle with a wooden door. It had two different uses in Göcsej: they dried and smoked either
fruit or cottage cheese in it. The food was aired
through the little holes in the wattle. If they dried
fruit in it, it was placed in the attic, when they dried
and smoked cottage cheese the ‘lésza’ was pulled up
to the smoke-hole of the kitchen. Here the smoke
coming from the oven smoked the cheese. Meat,
sausage, and fat were also hung here where they
could be smoked and thus conserved.

9. STABLE FROM HOTTÓ
The stable stands beside the house. Its walls are yellow, covered with mud
because the farm buildings usually were not whitewashed. A horse and cattle
stable, a pantry and a barn together
with the house form the croft. In the
shed we can see some ploughs, wagons, barrows and on the wall some
yokes and ‘wagon-sides’. Neither the
walls nor the entrance itself remains
unused. The carving chair assumes its
place there and the yoke is on the wall
to be always at hand.
23
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Carving chair
This chair, ‘sziószék’ as the local folks call it, is an every
day working aid. Men carved for pleasure but they also
had to do it because they had to make their own tools
and furniture. If they had a little free time they immediately started to do some carving. The ‘sziószék’ was good
for doing tool handles and legs for smaller furniture. The
piece of wood was placed to the ‘head’ of the chair, fastened and then carved
with the ‘sziókés’, which is a sort of carving knife.

10. BARN FROM
LENDVAJAKABFA
A barn with a huge wattle gate
closes the farm yard. This building
consists of a ‘szérű’ barnyard in the
middle, a ‘szín’ (shed) to keep straw
in on the left and a pantry on the
right. The barn is covered with mud
on the side where the pantry is, but
the ‘szín’ is not because through the
holes on the logwall the straw could
get enough air and did not become
mildewed. There is an attic above the pantry where precious crops were kept.
The crop for the animals was stored in a smaller grain store in the pantry.
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function in some other part of the farm. For example the once gilded but now
shabby tálas (a special shelf to keep plates on) from the room, went to the
pantry or to the attic and the old furniture was taken to the hill cellars.

12. ’WHEELED-WELL’ FROM KÁVÁS
On the Kávás croft a newer type of well can
be seen, this is the wheeled-well. The bucket
hanging from a chain could be lowered really
deep into the well with the help of a wheel in
order to get fresh, clean water. Therefore this
kind of well was built where the water was
deep down. There is a little wooden well house
with thatched roof over the well, which would
have been much appreciated when people had
to pull up the many buckets of water on a cold
and rainy day.

11. PISTY WITH A PANTRY FROM
BAGODVITENYÉD
The whitewashed pigsty is standing right in
front of the barn. At its side there is a pantry
with a door, and on the other side there are
two double hutches.
This pigsty had been used as a chicken cage
since 1921. Farm buildings or equipment
sometimes got new uses based on the current
needs. For the economical peasant households
always tried to use everything they had in the most practical way. Therefore
nothing was thrown out, there was hardly any waste; when something was
worn out and could not fulfil its original task any longer, it got a new useful

13. DISTILLERY-HUT FROM CSÖDE
A spectacular building stands in the yard: the
distillery, a heptagonal hut. A skilful peasant
who was not a joiner but was very good at working with wood built it, at the end of the 1800s.
He used bits from an old, wrecked logbarn.
They grew many fruits in Göcsej, some were
eaten raw, some were given to the animals and
some were processed. They dried some fruit,
and also made vinegar from pears and wine
from apples. ‘Pálinka’ (strong spirit) was always
made from plum and peach and was consumed
as well as sold. Farmers transported their ‘pálinka’ on their own wagons; some of them went as
far as Győr because the Göcsej ‘pálinka’ was very
well known. This distillery was in use until 1914. This was the only one in the
village so many people brought their fruit here to distil. According to practice,
those who brought wood for the caldron were given their ‘pálinka’ on fifth,
that is they got 4/5 part and the person who did the job was given 1/5 part
from the spirit. Those who did not bring any wood got their spirit ‘on third’,
that is they got 2/3 part and the distiller got 1/3. During the First World War,
the copper dishes were all collected from the village; they took the distillery’s
copper cauldron too so the distillery could not be operated any more and the
building was then used as a pantry.
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Copper Cauldron of the Distillery
This copper dish has two parts: the cauldron, and its
humped top that has two pipes sticking out to take
off the spirit. To make ‘pálinka’ they put the fermented
fruit into the cauldron then filled it with water, put the
humped top on it and covered the whole thing with mud
in order to prevent the alcohol evaporating. When the
‘pálinka’ was ready the vapour wreathed through the pipe
leading to a dish cooled with water. Then the condensed
alcohol was lead to special receptacles. Making ‘pálinka’
was very much of an autumn and spring activity when
there was more time to do it.
‘Pálinka’ jug
The ‘pálinka’ was usually kept in big crocks. We
can see a unique example here in the exhibition:
this is the ‘csőrös edény’ (‘beak-crock’) without
any glaze. The only decoration is a ring at the
back of the dish; it is in the shape of a cross and
was made by pressing the fingers against the
soft mud welts. This seemingly very simple jug
is a valuable piece of the collection for it has all
its important data on it. It says the date when it was made: ‘10 November
1877’, the monogram of his owner: ‘BK’ and the name of its maker: ‘Kolosa
Flórián potter’.
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14. LONG-HOUSE FROM ZALALÖVŐ
This building is from a village lying on the
borderland of Vas and Zala counties. This
house is of great interest because when
the museum bought it they were also able
to buy so many furnishings with it. We
can see many of them here all making the
interior very authentic. In the rooms, the
original ‘szemeskályhák’ (tile stoves) were
preserved so here we have the rooms’ own
original furnaces.
Two rooms belong to the house plus a
kitchen, a pantry, a ‘szín’ (shed) and the
pigsties. According to the story presented
here a young family is living in the front
room, the parents at the back, and they use
the kitchen together.
The young couple has a baby, which is
indicated by a cradle placed in the room.
The interior shows one of the men’s jobs,
basketwork. Men worked with long willow sticks and made various things usually in long autumn evenings. The bigger
sized wagon containers and corn granaries
were made by specialists.
Shown as a sign of modernization, the
paraffin lamp gave a strong light which
was much brighter compared to the ‘pipics’
(tea-candle) or candle used before.
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Paraffin lamp
The paraffin lamp hanging above the table with the paraffin
burning in it counted as not only a new but also a more expensive form of lighting. Undoubtedly it gave more brightness than the previous lights thus when girls got together
in the ‘fonó’ (a room where they did spinning) and worked
beside the paraffin lamp, finally they all gave money to the
host for the paraffin.
These lamps were in use till the 1960s when electricity was
introduced into the village. After that people only used paraffin lamps in the pantries and stables. This example here
was used until 1965.

In the room, around the table we see chairs with so-called ‘violin-backs’
and ‘drilled-in legs’, there is a tulip chest in the corner, a rod hanging
above the bed to keep clothes on; these are all characteristic parts of a traditional 19th century room. One of the oldest bits here is the ‘almárium’ (a
small piece of furniture).

‘Almárium’
This piece of furniture from the 19th century is very characteristic of this region, its called ‘almárium’ or ‘ómárium’ and
usually placed in the corner of the room. It had a simple or
painted door and normally two shelves to store ‘pálinka’,
wine, small objects and papers. This one in the Zalalövő
house is from Pálfiszeg. Its owner used it till 1962 in his
thatched house and it was always hanging from the wall in
the corner above the bench.

Next to the room there is a kitchen used by both families, there is an oven in
the corner and the cooking pots placed in a line upside down. Behind these
there is a big, round straw bushel.
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Bushel

This bushel was used to dry fruits and
yeast. It was usually kept on the top of
the oven. This was the best place for
drying things; here the yeast or fruits
spread out in the big flat bushel were
heated steadily. This straw container,
made from twisted straw bunches
fastened with hazel sticks, were really
popular utensils of the peasant households in the Western Trans-Danubia region. Bigger, bowl-shaped and cylindrical-shaped straw containers were also
favoured here; these, according to their size, were kept in the kitchen or in the
pantry. Beans, peas or eggs were stored in them.

Water-benches with water jugs stood next to the oven, they were essential parts
of the kitchen since water was needed all the time for cooking or washingup. On the wall there is a very practical piece of equipment: the lid rack, and
beside the oven the spoon case to keep wooden
spoons, knifes and forks in. On the berm of the
oven, over a heap of embers, the food was slowly
cooking. The ‘lábas’ ((pan) ‘lábas’ = a pot with legs)
got its name from its three legs which made the
pan higher so embers could go underneath. Pans
with two handles had no legs so the embers were
put around them to cook the food. Embers gave
a continuous but not too strong a heat, so pans
needed to be able to be heated up easily. Therefore
the pan’s wall was made very thin and the bigger ones were made even stronger with wiring, in
order to prevent them from cracking.
We can find a small room next to the kitchen,
according to the museum story, the parents lived
here. In this simple dwelling there are two chairs
with ‘violin-backs’ near the table; on the hanging
plate rack we can see decorated plates and on the
bed there is a red bed cover with black patterns,
this is called ‘bécsi piros’ (‘Vienna red’). The finest
bit of the room is the green glazed, cylindershaped ‘szemeskálya’ (tile stove).
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Tile Stove
The regular, bowl-shaped tiles (these are called szem =
eye) are fine works of the potters; this stove here was
built from these. The point of the bowl shape is to have a
bigger surface area to radiate heat. This stove has a cupshaped glazed pot as its top: that is where its name comes
from. In the first room the stovetop is made from decorative tiles: this is called a crown. Tile stoves are generally
brown or green glazed, the tiles are all bowl-shaped
except the in bottom line which are usually curved outwards.

With the appearance of the tiled stoves, the rooms became heatable so the
kitchen was no longer the only heated place, and from then on the family had
additional comfortable living spaces. Tiled stoves were fired from the kitchen
so the smoke came back there and not into the room. Thus heated rooms
were clean, pleasant places where
there was no grey smoke everywhere and decoration with towels,
curtains and bedcovers became
possible. Next to the kitchen there
is a relatively small pantry but
we can find another one standing separately from the house
that is much bigger. (15. Pantry
from Gombosszeg) A roofed shed
belongs to this thatched pantry,
where the painted ‘szelelőrosta’ (a
kind of sifter) is kept safe from
the weather. This was operated by
hand and was used to clean the cereal seeds. Earlier this job was done by hand
with a ‘törekrosta’ (another kind of sifter), similar to a sieve; this tool can be seen
on the wall. Then they got rid of the ‘törek’ (seed shells and stalk pieces) by sifting the seeds out and by the so-called ‘szelelés’ (using a draught). People stood
in the shed against the wind and started to shovel the cereal. Then the wind
cleaned the seeds. This ‘szelelőrosta’ worked like that too: the heavier cereal
seeds dropped closer and the ‘törek’ was blown a bit further away. Eventually,
the cereal came out separately from the shells and pieces of stalk.
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16. ‘FAVÁGÍTÓ’ WOOD SHELTER
This simple but useful construction was set up opposite the kitchen.
Under this shelter there is a woodpile
from which people chop firewood to
have enough in the house for a few
days. Here any further supply can be
chopped.

17. ‘BODONKÚT’ SPECIAL WELL
The well in the farmyard has an old piece of tree
trunk as its rim. It was easy to find a dry oak tree
trunk suitable for a well in Göcsej, for this area is
rich in trees. The rim was made by cutting off the
suitable bit they needed from the trunk. The wood
was split in two, the inside was taken out or burned
but the bark was left on. The two pieces were put
into the well pit and the gap between them was
filled with mud and moss.

18. PISTY FROM
HAGYÁROSBÖRÖND
This pigsty has three separate
rooms and was built in the 19th
century. Young pigs, sows and
the fatstock were kept here
separately. Every household had
pigs as they provided meat and
fat for the family throughout the
year. Having no refrigeration at
that time, meat was conserved by
smoking, salting or by making into sausages. The fine meat was fried and
kept in grease in a ‘zsírosvindü’ (a kind of container). Bacon and ham were
salted and smoked. Meat was normally stored hung in the attic.
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19. APIARY FROM ZALALÖVŐ
At the back of the croft, a multi-storeyed
apiary stands where the hives are on
shelves. This type is similar to the Kálócfa
apiary. Until the beginning of the 20th
century sugar was a luxury, and honey was
of more importance than it is now. This
was the only sweetener so people ate it
alone, with bread, with pastry or used it for
pastry filling. They hardly used any sugar
except at festivals. Later, in the second half
of the 20th century sugar became more available. Village people got acquainted
with the sugary-buttery cakes of the town confectionery shops and women
here learned how to make them very well.

20. CURVED HOUSE FROM ZALALÖVŐ
On the last croft, on the right hand side of the street running along the
backwater of the river Zala, there stands a curved house with a thatched
pantry, two dovecotes and a ‘torkospajta’ (a special barn). This croft is different from the other ones here in the museum both in arrangement and
function. Here we wanted to set up educational exhibitions, where through
lessons or activities visitors can be acquainted with the everyday life and
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work of a peasant household.
This house was first built in the 19th century, its present form however, is
the result of several rebuildings and the addition of annexes. Originally it
had a smoky room and a pantry, then the house was extended by taking
up space from the entrance. In the room we can see the marks of the building up on the wall. The pantry was turned into a room and the curved side
of the house was enlarged with pigsties.
21. PANTRY FROM SZENTERZSÉBETHEGY
To the food pantry standing beside the house, belongs
another small pantry with a door. A kind of shed for the
yoke is in front of the pantry and there is a cellar next to
it. In this cool cellar, wine, potatoes and fruit were stored,
and in the small pantry, corn and bread were kept. In the
attic, the corn was left to dry. According to the last owner
this building was 200 years old in 1961.
This pantry is not built from logs but from wattle. This
wall type was widespread in this region and was used
for farm buildings and cellars. They made it by sticking rods into a wooden base at equal distance from each
other and then they wove it into wattle with hazel sticks.
Then these walls were covered with mud and whitewashed just like the logwalls.

22. A SPECIAL BARN FROM NAGYKUTAS
All the largest farming equipment: harrows, various
yokes, grinders and wagons are stored in this barn.
These were the everyday tools of the 19th century
peasant farms.
Through the so-called ‘torok’ (throat) sticking out
from the front part of the building we can get to the
‘cséplőszín’ (a place where the thrashing was done).
If we look up, we can see the construction of the roof
and the way in which it was thatched. The ridgepole
runs along the ‘spine’ of the roof, the rafters are put
against it, there are slats nailed on the rafters and the
straw bunches are tied onto them. Thatching starts
with making the straw bunches. Two handfuls of rye
straw are tied lightly with a rope, then turned over on
each other. These doubled bunches are fastened onto
the roof one by one in such a way that the ‘skirt’ of the
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upper one covers the one below; thus the roof has an
even surface.
These thatched roofs lasted for 20-25 years – with
some repairing sometimes – but after this time the roof
needed to be re-thatched.

23. BELFRY FROM CSÖDE
This very simple type of belfry is from Csöde. It stands
on one support that ends in a fork where the bell is,
and it has a small upper part with wooden shingles.
The evolution toward the skirted belfry, which is a bit
more complicated, is the so-called double belfry which
stands on a wooden base, and is supported with several legs.

24. A WOODEN CHURCH FROM ZALACSÉB
One of the newest sacred buildings of the
museum is this wooden church, set up in
2003. Such logwalled, thatched churches
cannot now be seen either in Göcsej or in
the surroundings, however, according to
previous accounts, wooden chapels were
commonplace in the small villages in the
past centuries. Flóris Rómer, a Benedictine monk and teacher, wrote about one
of the last wooden churches, which was in
Zalacséb, and also produced a survey of it,
so this church here in the museum could
be built with reference to his description.
In the 18th century, in the historical Zala
county, having its borders as far as the
uplands of Lake Balaton now belonging to
Veszprém county, there were 35 wooden
or wattle churches, 24 out of them were
built of wood entirely. Many churches were
ruined by fire and the others were pulled
down and the brick-churches, which stand
now in the villages, were built in their
place. Flóris Rómer in 1860, in his report
about the Zalacséb church, writes sadly that
these wooden buildings, which used to be
so characteristic of the Western Trans-Danubian region’s folk architecture, and
even then could hardly be found there any longer.
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25. BARN FROM
BÁRSZENTMIHÁLYFA
This huge three-part logbarn consisting of a ‘szérű’ (barn-floor) and
two ‘pajtafia’ (parts of the barn)
one on each side, has a hexagonal
layout. With this building method, using short beams, builders
were able to create bigger spaces;
that’s why the barn is hexagonal.
The uneven beams, being unsuitable for houses, were used to build
sheds and barns.
Besides being a storage place, the
threshing took place here as well. This work was done in the winter, when,
after finishing the autumn tasks, people had more time for it. Here in Göcsej, it
was done by hand, not with animal power. Normally 3 or 4 men were standing opposite each other with threshers in their hands and in turns they were
rhythmically beating the spread out crop. Keeping the rhythm while working
was essential in order to avoid clashing and breaking the threshers.
26. FARMHOUSE FROM CSÖDE
The typical method of building up the crofts in this szeg-region was the
erection of a partially enclosed house, built under a roof connected on
three or four sides. The animal farming pursued in this region required
this kind of layout because animals could not get out from the enclosed
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The smoky kitchen next to the room is big and
comfortable, and along the wall we can see long
planks placed onto strong oak tree trunks used
as benches. Travellers staying here overnight
could sleep on these benches.
On the top of the oven there are several huge
cooking pots – normally used at weddings – here
often used for the many guests. These pots were
made by the potters from Őrség, who were masters of their profession, and their potteries were
used all over South-Western Trans-Danubia. The
fireproof clay in Őrség made this specialization
possible. The pots are really practical with very
little decoration. The potters’ speciality was the
kifogatásos-technique, when they thinned the
walls of the huge pots so that they can be heated
up easily.

Cooking Pot for Weddings
farmyard. In the hutches on two or three sides, the poultry had quite a lot
of room, and so had the horses, cows and oxen in the stables. From the
1860s agriculture was developing fast, due to the division and allocation
of the woods that were used jointly before and also to the fact that people
started to turn pasture lands into fields to be able to produce more crops.
This resulted in a decrease in animal farming because there was an insufficient food supply for the animals. At the same time hutches and stables
began to be dismantled because the enclosed wooden buildings were
extremely flammable.
This house from Alsócsöde was believed to be the oldest dwelling house
in the village. It was built sometime in the beginning or in the middle of
the 19th century, the owners cannot tell the exact date. Although one thing
is certain: from 1910 on, the farm buildings belonging to the house were
knocked down one by one, so when the building was chosen to be exhibited in the museum only the dwelling parts were remaining. Therefore these
were reconstructed from surveys of other similar buildings.
According to the existing family history, a water mill was operating near
the house and the house was the home of the miller. The miller was quite
a well-to-do man in the village, he had enough wine to run an occasional
wine-house. Accordingly, two tables are placed in the room here so that
guests could use the longer one as a kind of pub table.
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This exhibited piece here was also made by a potter from
Őrség, on its side we can see the comb-like marks of the
‘kifogatás’ (thinning). The pot has green glaze on its inside
and no glaze on the outside. When the museum purchased
this pot it was no longer used for cooking only for keeping
seeds in. Earlier, as its name shows, it was used at weddings and at pig-killings when many people needed to be
served with hot meals.

Oven fork
Without the ‘kurugla’ (oven fork) the big cooking pots would
have been impossible to move or to shift in and out of the
oven. This ‘kurugla’ was hooked onto the bottom of the pot to
maneuver the pot. They were shaped like a half circle, with a
kind of head and depending on how big the pot was, the forks
came in various sizes. They were stored leaning against the
wall in a row beside the oven.
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In the pantry next to the kitchen opposite
the door there is a huge granary, and on the
right we can see big barrels and tubs which
used to be filled with seeds and cereals. Not
every house had a granary as poor families
didn’t have enough crops to fill such a big
container. Women were in charge of coordinating the food and the needs of the family.
If they miscalculated something, the whole
family could run out of food and be left
wanting. In the shed we can find the tools that did not fit into the pantry:
the trencher and the equipment to hull buckwheat.
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Beside the house there are pigsties, hutches, smaller pantries, two stables and
a huge ‘szín’ (a kind of shed). The museum’s ‘szelelőrosta’ (special sifter) collection is here in this shed. There used to be one of these at each house but with
increasing mechanization they became redundant, as the threshing machine
did the ‘szelelés’ (using the draught) and also graded the seeds. In the 1950s
and ’60s many ‘szelelőrosta’ were out of use and hidden somewhere deep in the
sheds or attics, and that is why the collection now has several examples.

Swingle
The swingle is one of the tools for processing hemp
and flax, to break the stems and fibres. The harvested
crop was taken home, threshed and sifted. Then the
hard stems were dried and soaked in water (retting)
for three days to soften them up. Afterwards, they
were spread out to dry and then they were smashed
thoroughly with the swingle by moving its handle.
Finally, they combed the stalks until they got the
tow, which was then ready for spinning.

Buckwheat huller
Buckwheat was very popular in this region; people put
it into soups or sausages but had it in porridge form
too. This buckwheat huller here was used for getting
rid of the hard outer covering of the seeds. According
to its owner, it was the only one in the village so it was
used not just by the family, but also by people from the
village as well. This is a unique construction, for it was
made by its owner, who designed the factory hullers.
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27. HOUSE FROM FELSŐSZENTERZSÉBET
This smoky house from Felsőszenterzsébet is the oldest house-type exhibited
here in the museum. It had been rebuilt and supplied with a chimney, a room
and windows when the survey was made. However, here its oldest form was
restored in order to show the original 18th century construction. At that time
houses had no rooms and no glazed windows, but only small holes in the log
covered with slide plates. This plate was called ‘tolitu’, its narrow holes hardly
let any light in, so the dwelling-kitchen was nearly always dark.
The only heatable place in the house was the kitchen where people worked,
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did the cooking, had their meals and slept as well. A big family would have
used up all the room, so apart from the bed, some of them would have slept on
the benches, on the berm or on top of the oven. The interior of the room is presented as archaic according to the time; this is also illustrated by the joiner’s
chest opposite the door.
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no other choice. Here in this small pantry the young couple live, they could
have a relatively independent life only in this cold and simple room. The
pantry is always cold for it cannot be heated. On freezing winter nights
some embers brought in a pot made the room a little bit warmer.
Since the small pantry was lived in, the other one served as a storeroom
for food and tools. In this one there are no wooden granaries only small
containers alongside the wall.

Chest
The ‘szökröny’, as it is called here, is
the antecedent of the painted, decorated tulip chest made by carpenters.
This piece of furniture was made of
hardwood boards, its decorations were
carved and scratched geometrical patterns as we can see on this exhibited
item. The writing on it says it was
made in 1808. Its last owner’s greatgreat-grandmother was given this
chest when she got married. According
to the family’s story, this girl was given a calf as well as the chest, as a dowry.
These chests, just like the tulip chests, were used as containers in the pantries
after serving their time in their original function.
Cradle
The long cradle is standing by the
side of the bed; it is a split, hollowed
out tree trunk with a wooden base.
As we were informed, this family had
twins, so the father made this long
rocking cradle big enough for both of
the children. We can see holes on the
side of the trunk which means this had
been used for something else earlier,
so when the twins were born it was
transformed into a cradle.

Tree Trunk to keep cereal
A dry tree trunk is suitable not only for well-rims and
beehives, but for containers too. This huge ‘bodon’
here in the exhibition was used to keep oats in. The
owner made it himself. He took home the trunk from
the wood, hollowed it out, put planks at the bottom,
attached a door to it, and used it as a grain store. An
interesting story about it is that the owner’s neighbour hid in this ‘bodon’ from the Russian soldiers.

Two pantries belong to the house, a bigger and a smaller one, which was
turned into a dwelling-pantry. Pantries were essential parts of a house for
they were used not only as storerooms but also as dwelling places. In the
families living in villages 100 years ago, many generations lived together,
the young couples stayed in their parent’s house mostly because they had
40
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A smaller shed, a stable, with a small, enclosed area for the chickens, also
belong to the house. The Hungarian word for house is of Finno-Ugrian origin
and it means dwelling-place. The word did not change throughout the centuries but the thing it denotes has gone through a significant development. First
it referred to a construction with walls and a roof, which was extended later
on with a kitchen, a pantry and then a room. At that time each premise had
its own name and the house was already a building. This Felsőszenterzsébet
house shows the smoky-room completed with pantries, and the other buildings
in the museum represent a further step in the development of the house form,
since they have a smokeless room. The next stage was getting rid of the smoke
in the entire house and modernizing the kitchen with a chimney.
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29. CROSS BY THE SIDE OF THE ROAD
This cross from Andráshida was made of wood, like
other buildings and religious constructions in this region.
The arched tin roof and the painted decorations hanging
from it are the characteristic features of the crosses which
stand by the side of the road. These multicoloured stars
tinkling in the wind show the tinkers’ craft and talent and
the rich design they used.
Thus the wooden cross and the ‘tin Christ’ stand in their
old splendour beside the cellars, they protect the vineyard from natural disasters and provide guardianship for
the people coming up to the hill.
30-31. CELLARS
Cellars from Nemeshetés and Zalatárnok
Before the 19th century filoxerapest, Zala county was an important wine
making area. Its good quality wine was known nationwide. Most of the
masters had a ‘hegy’ (hill) belonging to their lands where they had vineyards and cellars to make and store wine in them. People in Göcsej liked
working in the vineyards where they could meet their hill-neighbours,
taste each others’ wine and take their leasure. Filoxera killed most of the

28. SPECIAL PANTRY
‘Kástu’ is a food and tool pantry standing independently from the house. It had
several names here such as ‘kásti’, ‘kástli’ and ‘kásté’. This two-storied pantry’s
upper part was dry and suitable for storing food, cereals, meat, and wine; the basement was for the tools. The
master kept his equipment, tools and carving chair here.
If a ‘kástu’ had an entrance part, then the yoke, wheelbarrow and bigger tools would have gone there.
There were various types in this region such as thatched
or single storied . The one or two storied constructions
could be found not only in Göcsej but also in the Őrség
region of Vas county. By the 1960s when this museum
was built there was not a single ‘kástu’ in Zala county
so this one was built as a reconstruction according to
survey drawings of a pantry from Kustánszeg.
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vines but could not damage the people’s love for it. After this vinepest,
new so-called ‘direct-yield’ cultures
were grown but which produced poorer
quality wine. Today many people still
have vineyards but now they no longer
grow ‘direct-yield’ types but the more
traditional ones. When setting up the
museum, planting some vines next to
the cellars was inevitable. Only two cellars, one from Zalatárnok and one from
Nemeshetés, were finally built, out of
seven that were planned. Both consist of
a cellar and a winepress house.
The furnishings in the cellars are either
old pieces from the house or items designed especially for this situation. We
can see such furniture in the museum: a
simple table, chairs, some kitchen utensils and some viniculture tools. We can
also see the splendid works of the coopers, the so-called ‘bábános wine presses’

Wine press
Cellar from Nemeshetés
This huge hardwood wine press, made with carved decoration and a date
that says ‘1948’ is the best piece in the cellar. The family was using it until
the museum bought it from them.
These were sort of masterpieces of
their makers because working with
huge hardwood pieces required
specialized knowledge. Due to their
enormous size, normally the wine
presses were made first and then
the cellars were built around them.
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Stewpot
Cellar from Zalatárnok
Most of the log-cellars on the hill had a
cooker. These were built from mud and
were used by people working in the
vineyards. This glazed cooking pot had
three legs and either one long handle
or two smaller ones.

Spray Jug
Cellar from Nemeshetés
Most of the log-cellars on the hill had a cooker.
These were built from mud and were used by people working in the vineyards. This glazed cooking
pot had three legs and either one long handle or
two smaller ones.

‘Csobolyó’
Cellar from Zalatárnok
This kind of pot was used to keep and transport
wine in. Its side and cap were often carved and
sometimes had the owner’s name and the date
when it was made. These simple items had little
or no decoration, like these here in the exhibition.
There are one or two litre ‘csobolyó’ and even twenty
five litre ones.
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32. PUMKIN MILL FROM DABRONC
The pumpkin seed oil is still very popular in the cuisine of Zala and Vas
county. Getting out the seeds from the shells used to be an activity done in the
silent autumn evenings. Then the seeds were dried and taken to the oil mill
where the oil was produced by pressing the seeds. First they ground the seeds
then watered and roasted them. The roasted seeds were put in a canvas bag
and then squeezed between the iron rings of the press. The oil was lead to jugs;
every tenth decilitre and the so-called ‘scone’ went to the owner of the mill. The
‘scone’, that is the hard bit remaining between the iron rings after pressing,
became food for the cows. The yellowish-green oil has a very intense, characteristic taste. They put it on green salads, potato salads or cabbage. Pumpkin
seed oil is still much favoured. This mill here was last used in 1945.
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33. GABLES
The gables on the small grass field beside the Hencz Mill are illustrative of the
talent and the rich design of the bútorfestő asztalosok (‘painting carpenters’).
The thatched houses themselves could not be saved but their beautiful gables
form a splendid gable collection here.

34. CROSS BY THE SIDE
OF THE ROAD
The body of the cross is decorated with carving. The Christ
figure and also Maria’s figure,
standing under a roof with tin
decorations, are sculptured
from wood.
Crosses were often set up
by the roads in order to give
hope for the travellers and
to remind them that a man is
never alone.
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GÖCSEJ MUSHROOM SOUP
Ingredients (serves 4)
250g champignon mushroom
600g potato
1 decilitre oil
1 piece onion (middle sized)
1 teaspoon paprika (red pepper)
1 piece bay leaf
Salt
Delikát (spice mix)
2 decilitres sour cream
40g flour
Preparation:
Fry the fine chopped onion in
some oil until it gets a golden
colour. Add the sliced mushroom and some paprika. Add
salt, bay leaf, Delikát. Add the
potato cut into pieces (diced).
Add sour cream while stirring.
Serve with some pasta.

DEER STEW
Ingredients (serves 4)
600g deer leg (thigh) or shoulder blade
1,5 decilitre oil
1 piece onion (big)
2 teaspoons paprika
Salt
1 pinch caraway seed
150g ‘lecsó’ (tomato, pepper and onion cooked
and mixed together)
Some Erős Pista (stock)
0,5 decilitre red wine
2 pieces garlic
1 piece bay leaf
Preparation:
Fry the onion in some oil, add paprika and
water. Pour hot water onto the meat, wash
it with cold water and put it into the onionpaprika mixture. Add spices. Cook until the
meat gets soft, occasionally supply the water.
When the meat is half-cooked add ‘lecsó’. Add
red wine when it’s nearly ready.

With the recommendation of the Arany Bárány hotel, Zalaegerszeg.

H-8900 Zalaegerszeg, Széchenyi tér 1. Tel: 92-550-040, 92-311-343, Fax: 92-550-041
info@aranybarany.hu www.aranybarany.hu
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